
Comments for Planning Application 21/00064/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 21/00064/FUL

Address: 21 Temple Street Oxford OX4 1JS

Proposal: Erection of a first floor rear extension with provision of access. Insertion of 1no. window

to rear elevation.

Case Officer: Tobias Fett

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Jonathan Shapley

Address: 11 Temple Street Oxford OX41JS

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbours

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Access

  - Amount of development on site

  - Effect on adjoining properties

  - Effect on character of area

  - Effect on pollution

  - Effect on privacy

  - Effect on traffic

  - Height of proposal

  - Information missing from plans

  - Local plan policies

  - Noise and disturbance

  - Not enough info given on application

  - On-street parking

  - Parking provision

Comment:The increase in takeaway collections by delivery drivers and customers from nearby

restaurants has been noticeable over the past year, at least in terms of traffic in Temple Street,

Stockmore Street and very likely many surrounding streets. These traffic movements have a

considerable impact on quality of life in this area and it seems to me that the City Council should

be discouraging this type of trip generator in such densely populated neighbourhoods. It is

understandable that the applicant would want to maintain the business during the lockdown by

providing a delivery service for meals prepared in the current kitchen, but production of fast food

solely for delivery is a use much better suited to an industrial estate or a location where long hours

of operation late in to the night and significant amounts of traffic would cause less harm to a large

number of residents.



The NPPF 2019 states that: '..patterns of movement, streets, parking and other transport

considerations are integral to the design of schemes, and contribute to making high quality

places.' It also states that transport issues should be considered so that 'the potential impacts of

development on transport networks can be addressed .' The planning statement accompanying

this application does not address the increase in traffic that is inevitable if an extra 4 kitchens were

to be built, nor does it show exactly from where deliveries would be collected (or made).

The NPPF also states that: 'Permission should be refused for development of poor design that

fails to take the opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area and the

way it functions.' This application would have an adverse impact on the way our area functions

and should therefore be refused.

The Local Plan also addresses the issue of congestion and air pollution, and states that: 'The

Council may refuse planning permission for development where additional parking pressures

arising from the development would severely compromise highway safety and/or severely restrict

the ability of existing residents to park.' (para 7.24). This application would put further pressure on

already limited resident's parking, for which residents have to pay.

The proliferation of takeaways, and restaurants operating new takeaway services, over the past

year, has seen a change in the way people use these places, with many more car and moped

movements to and from what were substantially 'eat in' establishments. The intensification in use

of these places, particularly when 'eating in' returns, will be impossible to reverse.

Essentially, the applicant provides no information on the number of pickups from the site, nor

arrangements for delivery drivers waiting for their deliveries; there is no acknowledgement of the

effect of increased traffic in these narrow Victorian residential streets; it is unclear what the

business model is (ie. are the kitchens run by Temple Lounge or by companies like Deliveroo?)

and thus unclear what the benefits and impacts will be and how to mitigate them; and dark

kitchens, as the applicant states in the Planning Statement, '...can operate from anywhere; no

need to choose an expensive prime location...', so why not locate these dark kitchens in under-

utilised premises in more suitable locations?

 

 

The plans 'Existing and proposed first floor layout' accompanying the planning application do not

reflect the overdevelopment of this plot since 2009. The former pub garden is now occupied by

buildings and two residential properties fronting Stockmore street. This is illustrated in Figure 1 of

the Design and Access Statement. The block plan and site plan are therefore incorrect as they do

not show the new housing built on the old site. Also, there are no accompanying plans showing

elevations to inform how the proposal may affect neighbouring properties.

 

The planning application erroneously presents the proposal as A5, takeaway food, and planning

officers will be aware of other planning applications and appeals concerning 'dark kitchens' which

indicate otherwise: Two recent appeal cases, in Swiss Cottage and in Brighton, saw Inspectors

agree that dark kitchens should be defined as 'sui generis' (not A5 as stated on the application

form), with key considerations for their location being noise, odour and vehicle movements. These

issues are not addressed in the planning application or statement, in particular vehicle



movements, and this site is highly inappropriate for such a use. Officers/councillors must be clear

as to the use class in any decision they make as it will have implications for this and future 'dark

kitchen' applications.

 

Following the extensive development of the plot since 2009 the site is no longer able to

accommodate adequate space for parking and waiting for deliveries for its current restaurant use

other than the existing public highway, let alone mitigating the impact of four additional kitchens

designed only for takeaway food.

 

It is understood that some relaxation of town centre uses is intended to help the viability of existing

business and the vitality of town centres. This is unlikely to be achieved by making areas and

neighbourhoods less attractive, compromising design and living standards and supporting the

creation of new businesses in locations where they cannot be accommodated without

unreasonable and long-term negative impacts.

 

Regardless of the unsuitability of the proposal for this location, the documentation submitted with

the application lacks the necessary detail to assess the proposals and its impacts, and hence

there is no attempt to address them with any mitigation.

 

Finally, the existing and proposed plans show five bedrooms on the first floor of the Temple

Lounge, and the City Council might want to assess both how four dark kitchens sit alongside five

bedrooms and one toilet, and also whether an HMO Licence might be required.


